EDUCATION

SCHOOL TABLE
Educate

From table to desk with just one motion
An increasing number of schools are recognising the importance of healthy work conditions
for their students and are furnishing classrooms with combined sitting/standing
solutions.
Our school table frames EDUCATE and
EDUCATE FLEXO address this issue through
continuous height adjustment (height 4-7
per DIN EN 1729) using mounted pneumatic
springs.
EDUCATE FLEXO can also be slanted up to
a 13° angle using a 5-step grid adjustment,
making reading and writing more comfortable.

Educate Flexo
with inclinable table top (13° angle)
 table top size 650 x 650 mm to 800 x 600 mm
 total carrying capacity: 20 kg incl. table top


SCHOOL TABLE
Look Up

Fast and efficient learning
Studies show that searching for information
while standing is more effective and requires
less time than while sitting.

Our table frame LOOK UP is the perfect
solution. The height of this wall-mountable
standing work station can be set manually
with a simple hand trigger.

max. table top size 650 x 650 mm
 total carrying capacity:
18 kg incl. table top


13°

Flexible use
With EDUCATE, you can put modern teaching
methods into practice: small work groups, personalised learning or half circle arrangements
for discussions and presentations. Two rubber
rollers at the cross-shaped base help to move
the tables quickly and easily.

table top size
650 x 650 mm to 800 x 600 mm
 total carrying capacity: 20 kg incl. table top


No wobbling
2 x two-point wall mounts

SCHOOL TABLE
Progress

From table to desk with just one motion
Gone are the old, heavy and inflexible desks.
Today, even teachers consider healthy work
conditions important.
Our table frame Progress is versatile: whether
as a standing desk, group work table, table
for casual discussions - a classroom can be
quickly rearranged to create a dynamic lesson.

Stable even during lively
discussions: Duo-Lift column with
integrated compression spring

max. table top size 800 x 1200 mm
 total carrying capacity: 25 kg incl. table
top


Quick Facts — technical data at a glance:
 Quickly and continuously adjustable
 Adjustment range: 640 mm —1060 mm
 Stroke: 420 mm
 Internal, locking compression spring
 Stable low resistance roller guides
 Precision steel pipe, 70 mm
 Colors: Silver (9980), Black (9911)
 Foot adjuster, rubberized, for height levelling
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 Optional: Bag hook

